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THE CAMPAIGN AND BATTLE OF MANTINEIA
IN 418 B.C.

(PLATE II.)

AMONG the more elaborate pieces of purely military history written
by Thucydides is the section (of fourteen chapters in the Fifth Book *)
devoted to that Arkadian campaign of King Agis by which, in the late
summer of 418 B.C., he ruined the far-reaching schemes of Alkibiades and
restored the tarnished prestige of Sparta. According, to Thucydides, this
fortunate achievement was due more to good luck than to good manage-
ment ; not in any wise is it exhibited as the reasonably forecast outcome
of cunningly contrived, if somewhat delicately articulated, machinery.
Something less than justice is thereby done to one of the most remarkable
personages of that time. Both by Thucydides himself, and, after his
example, by most modern historians, the Spartan king, in his connexion
with these operations at any rate, is pilloried without further question as a
bungler, and, indeed, as little better than a fool. It would seem that the
time has come to ask whether that verdict is justified.

That the narrative in question really does leave a good deal to be
desired in point of coherence is tacitly admitted by even the most conser-
vative of the modern historians who reproduce the story of the campaign.
Shrinking from thorough-going criticism of it as from an impiety, they
yet find themselves inevitably driven to the attempt to patch up as best
they can its more obvious lacunae. Grote, for example, here and there
feels compelled to foist upon it his own explanatory additions :2 ' No

1 Thuc. 5. 61-75.
2 Hist, of Greece (12 vols. 1884), 6. 348. The italics in this and the following quotations

are ours. '
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52 . W. J. WOODHOUSE

stratagem, however, was necessary to induce' the Argeians and their allies to
abandon their original position. Again, Agis, he says, returned to the
Herakleion because he ' had found himself disappointed in his operations
upon the water. He had either not done so much damage, or not spread so
much terror, as he had expected: and he accordingly desisted, putting
himself again in march to resume his position at the Herakleion, and
supposing that his enemies still retained their position on the hi/I.' Thirl wall1

finds himself in precisely the same predicament: ' In the meanwhile Agis
was returning to ascertain the effect of his manoeuvre, with the design of
occupying the ground where he had posted himself the day before. A pro-
jecting ridge concealed the Argive-Athenian army from his view, until by a
sudden turn the head of his column came close upon it.' Earlier still,
Mitford,2 in reference to these same events, has it as follows: ' Unable
otherwise to compose the disorder, they marched after the Spartan king.
This was precisely what Agis desired; and to provoke it, he had been
employing his troops in diverting the course of a mountain-stream, so as to
damage the Mantinean lands. Being informed that the Confederates never-
theless persevered in holding their strong post, he was returning, without due
precaution, toward the hills, when he suddenly met them advancing in order
of battle along the plain!

These extracts may serve as typical specimens. The diversity of
explanatory detail gratuitously inserted for the purpose of cementing
together the ill-fitting blocks of the Thucydidean construction is clear
indication that all is not as it should be—that, in short, the superficial
smoothness of the ancient narrative is illusory.

Analysis of the account falls naturally under three heads : (A) The
theatre of operations; (B) The movements preliminary to the battle;
(c) The tactical movements in the battle itself.

A.—THE THEATRE OF OPERATIONS.

The south-eastern portion of the Arkadian plateau is occupied by a
long plain interposed between the roughly parallel mountain ranges of
Mainalos (W.) and Artemision and Parthenion (E.). (PI. II.) This plain,
with a total length, north to south, of about twenty miles, falls conspicuously
into two sections. The northern section, once the territory of Mantineia, is

1 Hist, of Greece (8 vols. 1836), 3. 348. 2 Hist, of Greece (8 vols. 1838), 3. 122.
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about seven miles long, from north to south, and some three miles across
at its widest part; the southern section, about seven miles across, from
east to west, constituted the territory of Tegea. The common frontier-line
of the two territories is indicated by two confronting spurs, which thrust
themselves forward from the main chain on either side, and reduce the
intervening level ground to a strip about a single mile in width. The
western spur, now called Mytika, protrudes abruptly from the foot-hills
of Mainalos at a point about four miles to the north of the modern town
of Tripolitsa, the modern representative of the three great places of this
region—Mantineia, Tegea, and Pallantion. A lower shoulder of this pro-
jection, the last fall to the plain, seems to have borne in ancient times the
name of Skope, ' Outlook ' ; upon it are still to be seen the remains of a
watch-tower of Hellenic work overlooking the territories of the two rival
cities.1 The opposite projection is a long ridge, now called Kapni'stra,
which, unlike the Mytika spur, runs, not outwards, perpendicularly to the
meridional axis of the plain, but approximately parallel with it, upwards
and inwards in the direction of Mantineia.

From the main expanse four subsidiary plains, or offsets-, of no great
area, divagate into the foot-hills. Three of these recesses communicate
with the Mantineian section. On the west, the comparatively low, bare
ridge that runs parallel with the noble rampart of Mainalos is breached,
about half-way down its length, by the short defile of Kapsia, giving access
to the long, narrow valley of Alkimedon. On the east of the Mantineian
plain, the ridge of Alesion projects southwards from the high rocky peak
of Armenia in a direction parallel with Artemision, and runs far down as
though to meet the Kapnfstra ridge. The southern extremity of Alesion
thus stands vis-d-vis to the northern extremity of Kapni'stra, so that, taken

_ together, the two ridges flank a wide portal through which access is
gained to the inlet of Luka (S.E.), and also to the hollow basin of the
ancient Argon Pedion, or ' Fallow Plain ' (N.E.), lying at the back of
Alesion. The fourth offshoot from the main Arkadian plain is an exten-
sion of the Tegean section eastwards towards Parthenion. This last recess
or bay is entered by way of the defile (Sten6), through which a modern
high road and a railway run eastwards to ascend by toilsome windings,
though by divergent routes, the mountain barrier interposed between

1 For the Sicoirh (Paus. viii. n . 7) see W. Loring, Some Ancient Routes in the Peloponnese (in
J.H.S. xv. (1895), P- 82 f-)-
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Arkadia and Argolis; through this same defile flows also the river
Sarandapotamos, making for the katavothras of Vertsova, the principal
village in this recess.

Among the physical characteristics of the plain as above described, as
of the very similar basins of Orchomenos, Pheneos, and Stymphalos, perhaps
the most important are the numerous katavothras, or natural orifices of the
subterranean drainage system. The Tegean group, at the foot of Parthenion,
engulfs the Sarandapotamos, which swings round in a great arc north-east
of Tegea in order to traverse the Sten6. The recess of Luka and the pit-
like depression of the Argon Pedion both possess similar natural sinks for
the reception of their surface waters ; other katavothras are found at
intervals all along the western edge of the Mantineian section of the plain,
as well as in the narrows between Kapni'stra and Mytika. The situation of
these holes—on the western edge of the Mantineian plain on the one hand,
and on the other on the eastern margin of the Tegean area—is sufficient
indication of the fact that while the Mantineio-Tegean plain as a whole
(disregarding the swamp of Tdka in its south-western corner) falls from
south to north, the fall of the Mantineian section is towards the west, and
that of the Tegean section towards the east.

The critical point lies in the neighbourhood of the Steno. We see
that the Sarandapotamos, after flowing due north as far as the Steno, there
swings sharply away eastwards, and so passes through the gap of the Steno
into the recess of VeVtsova, and ultimately reaches the katavothras there.
The Zanovi'sta stream, on the other hand, rising near Tegea, and flowing
during the first part of its course roughly parallel to the larger river,
meanders past the critical point northwards into Mantineian territory ; and
having run the gauntlet of the katavothras in the narrowest part of the
plain, falls ultimately into the katavothra which lies just to the north of the
Mytika spur. It is obvious that but little would be required to realise
either possible alternative—of diverting the Sarandapotam6s into the
Zanovi'sta channel, and so into the territory of Mantineia, or of tapping the
Zanovi'sta near its beginnings and thus diverting its waters eastwards into
the bed of the Sarandapotamos. These facts are generally supposed to have
considerable bearing upon the operations undertaken by the Spartans in
this campaign.

The line of military operations with which we are here concerned is
marked by the two extremities, Mantineia and Tegea, the respective bases
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of the Confederates and the Lacedaemonians. Within this zone two
features call for more particular mention.

According to Pausanias,1 a traveller going to Tegea by the direct
road from Mantineia passed first the Mantineian Hippodrome, and not
far from it the Stadion lying close under Alesion. Next, at the skirts
of Alesion, was a sanctuary of Poseidon Hippios, not more than six
furlongs from Mantineia. After this, he says,2 you pass into a place
called Pelagos, which is full of oaks, and the road from Mantineia to
Tegea leads through the oak wood; the boundary between the two
territories was marked by a circular altar on the high road. Pausanias
does not say how soon after passing the temple one entered the forest;
from the temple he seems to make a detour to the left (eastwards) and
never resumes the description of the direct road to Tegea.

With regard to' the sanctuary of Poseidon, there can be little doubt
that its site has been correctly identified by the French excavators as
being at the Kalyvia of Milia, something less than a mile south of the
Tegean gate of Mantineia.3 The altar marking the frontier-line may
well have 'stood in the strait, or narrowest part of the plain, between
Kapni'stra and Mytika, close to the foot of the former ridge; for the
road here would naturally keep hard by the foot of the hill.

Describing the road from Mantineia to Pallantion, running obliquely
down the western side of the plain, Pausanias remarksi that if you
follow this road about thirty stades you come to a point where it skirts
the oak wood of Pelagos; hereabouts, at a place called Skope, was
where' Epameinondas died, and near it he was buried.5 From his grave

1 Paus. viii. IO. I : IOVTI is leyiar iarlv tv apiarepif TT)J \eu<p6pov Tap a rots Wamviuiv Ttlxtai
X&ptov is Tciv fanrttv rbv dp6/xov, Kal ov v6ppw TOVTOV ffT&o*iov . . . vvhp Se TOV ffTaSlov rb 6pos iar\ TO
'AKiiaiov . . . irapa 8e TOS Spovs ret foxa'ra T o " Hoo-eiSav6s ian TOC 'ITTKIOV TO Up6v, ov n-poVw araSlov
VtavTivelas (read ov vpiaa f' araSlap, with A. Schafer, Rheinisches Museum, N . F . 5 [1847], p. 61).
According to Polybios (9. 8), the sanctuary of Poseidon K«TOI ttpb T7)i iniAcas iv eirr& o-raSlois (cf.
Pol. I I . 14). Bursian {Geogr. 2 . 216) suggests ov irpiaai firraffTaSlov.

2 Paus. viii. II . I : Mtra Si rb Upbv TOV Tloo-eiSavos x<°plov iwoHel-eTal at Spv&y vKripts, KaKov-
jievov XliKayos1 Kai ix Viavnvtias ri is Teyeav o8bs <p(pei Sib. TWV Spviy Wlavrivevai Si Spot irpbs
Ttyfiras (My i vipuptpti* 1" TV >^*<»<P&P<? (LapiSs.

3 G. Fougeres, Mantinie et VArcadie orientale, Paris, 1898, p. 104.
* Paus. viii. 11. 5 : Karcfc 8« T)\V is \laW&VTtov CK t/layrivelas iyovffav vpoeK96vTi &s Tpidtcovrd

vov ffTatilovs, icapifKfi Karck TOUTO is T^IV \€(a<p6pov i TOV HeKdyovs xa\ovfi4vov b*pvft6s.
6 Paus. viii. II . 7 : iiro'Btv 8e anif&Ktirtv is aiirovs wv6fia£ov ^Kovijv oi factTa . . . Kal avrbv

cuptrra T V <livxhv fSa^av tvBa a<platv iyivtro r) avp&oAi). Pausanias clearly distinguishes the place
of death from the place of burial. The latter was.on the plain, perhaps hard by the road. It is
probable that the name Skope, which attached to the tower, or post of outlook, gave rise to the
story which connected it with the last moments of Epameinondas.
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it was just about a furlong to a sanctuary of Zeus Charmon, at which
point likewise Pausanias breaks off his description of the route.
Presumably, therefore, this temple bore to the frontier-line somewhat
the same relation as the before-mentioned altar on the other side of
the plain. The distance of thirty stades from Mantineia brings us just
to the abutment of Mytika.

The conclusion from these data is that the line of demarcation
between the Mantineian and the Tegean territories fell between Mytika
and Kapni'stra. This part of the plain was occupied by an oak forest,
which, beginning at some point a little way to the south of the temple
of Poseidon Hippios, and broadening out as it approached the gap,
finally impinged upon the main road leading to Pallantion, and probably
also quite filled the narrow space of the gap itself.

The second feature here in point is that, for ancient armies, and
under ancient conditions of warfare, two principal defensive positions
were found on the given line of operations. The outer, and at the same
time most obvious, position is at the narrow neck of the plain, between
Mytika and Kapni'stra. This position is, in fact, that which was selected
by the Lacedaemonians and their allies to hold against Epameinondas in
362 B.C. For an army entering Mantineian territory from the south must
inevitably traverse that pass—whether the line of its advance be by the
eastern road from Tegea or the western road from Pallantion. A second
line of defence was to be found some distance further up the plain, in the
direction of Mantineia, where a low shoulder projects eastwards just north
of the Milia katavothra. The plain immediately south of the city of Man-
tineia is thereby narrowed to a breadth of about 2000 metres. This was
the line of defence chosen by Philopoimen and the army of the Achaean
League to hold against the Spartan tyrant Machanidas in 206 B.C.

It lay entirely with the Mantineians themselves to decide, in case
of threatened invasion, whether they should stand to fight at the outer-
most portal, or fall back upon the inner line of defence and fight close
to their own walls. An alternative to immediate battle v/as to occupy
a post of observation on Alesion overlooking both town and plain.
The situation of Mantineia, in a great cul-de-sac, made it a matter of
exceeding difficulty for an invader to force the hand of its defenders by
the time-honoured methods of Greek domestic warfare as practised in
the fifth and fourth centuries.
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So much for the physical features of the theatre of operations, and the
possibilities which turned upon them. We follow now the course of the
operations in' detail, quoting the narrative of Thucydides piecemeal as text
of the various sections.1

B.—THE MOVEMENTS PRELIMINARY TO THE BATTLE.

(1) First position of the armies.

(a) The Lacedaemonians.

' The Lacedaemonians, accompanied by their Arkadian allies, invaded
the territory of Mantineia, and pitching their camp near the temple of
Herakles, wasted the country.'

Advancing from Tegea, Agis crossed the frontier unopposed, and
having occupied the Herakleion begin to devastate the Mantineian plain.
Unfortunately, Thucydides has not thought fit to indicate more nearly the
situation of this Herakleion ; nor have any remains been discovered to
guide us to the site. As it was certainly on Mantineian territory,2 we
must place it northward of the Mytika gap, but on which side of the plain ?

Upon general consideration one might incline to think that it must
have stood on the eastern side of the Mantineian plain, arguing that Agis
would wish at all costs to ensure command of the direct road to his base at
Tegea. From this point of view it is interesting to bring into comparison
the movements of Agesilaos, who also invaded Mantineian territory in
370 B.C. On that occasion, however, Tegea and Mantineia were acting in
unison, both being ranged against Sparta ; Orchomenos, on the other hand,
was the rendezvous of the contingents that were to reinforce the army of
Agesilaos.3 Under these circumstances, it was necessary for the Lacedae-
monians to keep firm, hold of the western road. Consequently, Agesilaos

1 The renderings of Thucydides are throughout those of Jowett's translation, verbatim, with
changes of spelling in Greek proper names. For scientific purposes, of course, Jowett's translation
is not sufficiently close and accurate, so that I have prepared a revised text and translation, but it
did not seem desirable to incorporate them here. Excerpts from the text of Thucydides are quoted
from the edition by H. Stuart Jones (Clar. Press).

2 This seems clear from the words (Thuc. 5. 64) 4ir40a\ov 4s T V Mavrivut^v, /col ffTparoireSfv-
aifievoi irpbs r$ 'HpuKAtty. The battle was fought on Mantineian territory (Thuc. 5. 67 : $e£ibv /iiv
Ktpas yiamtirjs fix0") ' " I" TV ^Kelixev rb tpyov iylyvero), and apparently before the Herakleion
was reached (cf. 5* 66: vpbs rh 'HpdK\fiov tr&Xiv 4s Tb avrb ffTpar6ireiov \6vres dp&tri, KTA. ) by the
returning Lacedaemonians.

» Xen. Hell. vi. 5. 15 f.
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made his advance by way of Eutaia, first into Tegean territory, and thence
into the Mantineian plain, where he pitched his camp at the foot of the
western mountains. Here he lay close to the entrance to the Alkimedon
valley, which runs up towards Orchomenos and constitutes a sort of loop-
line between that town and the plain of Mantineia. Not until his allies
had joined him from Orchomenos did Agesilaos venture to move from his
position on the west of Mantineia.

Now in the present campaign the situation was reversed. Orchomenos
was in the hands of the Confederates, who were based in Mantineia ; Tegea
was friendly to the Lacedaemonians, who in addition looked to be rein-
forced by troops coming from the neighbourhood of the Isthmus. These
reinforcements would be under the necessity of reaching the Mantineian
plain by the pass which leads into it at its north-eastern corner. It would
seem reasonable, therefore, to conclude that the Herakleion selected by
Agis for his advanced post on Mantiheian territory must have lain some-
where upon the northern end of the Kapn/stra ridge, over against Alesion.
Such a position would cover his communications with Tegea, and overlook
not only the main plain, but the entrances of the adjacent valleys ; more-
over, it would lie convenient to the quarter in "which routes from the
Isthmus region and Argolis debouched upon the theatre of operations. It
was an admirable situation for Agis if his design was to sit down in an
advanced position in the enemy territory, there to await his allies from the
north.

Notwithstanding all this, it seems not unlikely that the Herakleion
was actually on the opposite side of the plain. It is an old guessx that it
lay near Kapsid, where, as above described, a short pass makes lateral
communication with the Alkimedon valley. This defile of Kapsid, how-
ever, opening as it does due west of the city of Mantineia, at a distance of
about two miles, is too far up the plain to have served the turn of Agis ;
but the sacred enclosure may well have stood somewhat lower down, south-
wards, in that recess which is seen just beyond the Mytika spur. Posted
thereabouts, the Lacedaemonians would not be too far from the "portal
through which they had entered the plain, and at the same time would be
advantageously placed on the tender side—that is to say, the right flank—of

1 E. Curtius, Peloponn. I. 243 : ' Wegen der Verbindung, in welche die Sage den Herakles
mit Alkimedon brachte, lasst sich vermuthen, dass das von Thukydides in der Nahe von Mantineia
erwahnte Herakleion unweit der Alkimedonebene an den Hohen von Kapsa lag."
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any force of Confederates issuing from Mantineia with the intention of
cutting them off from that opening. Agis may, in fact, have been led to
select a position on this side of the plain in the deliberate design of
tempting the Confederates to fight under conditions which seemed to weigh
wholly in their favour. In this connection it is to be remembered that not
many weeks had elapsed since the Argeians had won, or fancied they had
won,1 a strategic victory over this same Spartan king, who had then
averted disaster only by assenting to terms which had very nearly ruined
him at home.2 Whatever the real truth of the situation on that occasion, it
still remained a fact that the Lacedaemonians had preferred not to face the
chances of battle. That Agis was now desperately anxious to fight, and to
fight soon, is demonstrable from Thucydides himself; and this being so, he
may well have thought himself justified in giving away a good deal in order
to make the challenge as attractive as possible to his opponents. Upon
the whole, then, we may doubt whether the position of Agis was not actually
on the western side of the plain, identical in locality, perhaps, with that
which Agesilaos occupied nearly half a century later.

(J>) The Confederates.

' When the Argeians and their allies saw the enemy they took up a
steep and( hardly assailable position, and arranged themselves in order of
battle.'

There can be little doubt that the heights occupied by the Con-
federates were those of Alesion, projecting like a bulwark in front of
Mantineia. That ridge was of supreme value, from a military point of
view, for the Mantineians, both from the way in which it flanked the main
southern road, and because its proximity to the town put communication
between the two beyond practical risk of severance. Moreover, Alesion
terminates on the south in a steep face, separated by a not inconsiderable
stretch of level ground from the opposing end of the Kapn/stra ridge.
Hence an enemy's occupation of the latter heights did not by any means

1 Thuc. 5. 5 9 : rb fiiv oiv TrKr\0os ray 'Apytlny xdl ray ^v^fiax"y o«X OUTOI Seivbv rb napbv
vf a\A' iv /caA.9? 4$6ictt fj fi&xv ^fffffflai, ical robs AaKtSatpovlovs awciKytpeyai iv rp abrwv T€ KCti

trpbs rjj irdAei.
2 Thuc. 5. 63 : AaK€5ai/x6vioi 5e 4irci&i avex&priaav £̂ "Kpyovs ras rerpapfavovs triroj'Scfc?

/uvoi, *Ayiv (v fifyd\ri airla, ct^or ov xeiP°"a&lxevov <"p^<"* 'Apyos, irapairxbv KOX«J as otfiraj Tr
airrol Ivifu^ov.
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imply control of the Alesion ridge, which, indeed, was sufficiently Steep to
make its direct assault a hazardous venture.

If Agis wished to entice the Confederates to a pitched battle he was
disappointed. True, they came out of the town in force, but not into the
plain to fight. They went up instead to their strong post of observation
on Alesion, to descend from which they showed not the slightest
inclination. Under the circumstances this was a highly intelligent method
of conducting the defence, though one extremely inconvenient for the
Lacedaemonians. It was, indeed, hardly playing the game by the book;
for by all precedent the Mantineians should have rescued their farms
from pillage by immediate acceptance of the wager of battle. It rested,
therefore, with Agis once more to make a move ; and in spite of the
natural strength of the enemy's position he seemed to have no option but
to call upon his troops for a supreme effort, and to endeavour to carry
Alesion by assault.

(2) The stratagem of Agis.

' T h e Lacedaemonians instantly charged them, and had proceeded
within a javelin or stone's throw when one of the elder Spartans, seeing
the strength of the grodnd which they were attacking, called out to Agis
that he was trying to mend one error by another ; he meant to say that
his present mistaken forwardness was intended to repair the discredit of
his former retreat. And, either in consequence of this exclamation or
because some new thought suddenly struck him, he withdrew his army
in haste without actually engaging.'

According to Thucydides, the Lacedaemonians had already begun
their attack upon the heights occupied by the Confederates—had, indeed^
actually advanced within range of missile weapons—when they suddenly
halted, faced about, and then drew off across the plain southwards, and so
in the end disappeared from view, leaving the Confederates agape with
astonishment. Sudden apostrophe from the lips of an old Spartan broke
the spell that lay upon the Lacedaemonians, and with eyes opened at a
stroke to the desperate nature of the business on which they were
embarked, both king and army showed the white feather, and forthwith
retreated—mightily glad, doubtless, that the enemy was too slow in
collecting his scattered wits to come pouring down at their heels to
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convert retreat into headlong rout. As described by Thucydides, the
affair is surely one of the most amazing to be found in Greek military
history. Surely some deeper explanation than appears in the narrative of
this strange episode must be forthcoming.

Looking forward to the narrative of the subsequent battle, we find
that at the outset the right wing of. the Confederate army pushed back the
Lacedaemonians upon their waggons, which were parked in the rear of the
phalanx, and killed a number of the older men there posted to protect
them.1 The Lacedaemonians' waggon-train which thus suddenly and only
for a moment comes into view had assuredly ,not been brought up from
Tegea for the first time on the morning of the day of battle. It must have
been with the army from the outset, when the Mantineian Herakleion was
seized at the first. How, then, had it been withdrawn on the day of the
general retirement which was the sequel of the abortive attack on Alesion ?
Clearly, the train must have been already in motion when the attack was
being launched against the Confederates. While the Lacedaemonians
were carrying out that advance against the hill, their helots must have
been hard at work getting the waggons away down the road. In other
words, among the objects at which that hazardous operation aimed, one at
least was that of amusing the enemy in order to cover the withdrawal of
the waggon-train, which thus passed on ahead of the retiring column.
Thucydides was either ignorant of this detail, or, being aware of it, quite
missed its significance. Looking at the episode with his eyes, we should
have to conclude that the enterprise against Alesion was simply a piece of
military gaucherie which the generals of the Confederates, with ineptitude
on all fours with that of Agis, allowed to pass without the obvious and
effective reply. It turns out, on the contrary, to have been a feint, a highly
practical and brilliantly-executed manoeuvre which had for its primary
object the extrication of the army of Agis from the cul-de-sac into which it
had ventured on the perilous chance of enticing the enemy forth to stake
all on the hazard of battle.

(a) Movements of the Lacedaemonians.

' He marched back into the district of Tegea, and proceeded to turn
the water into the Mantineian territory. This water is a constant source

1 Thuc. 5* 72 : TOVS ActK€$aifiovlovs $ie(pOetpov Kal KVK\uadfieyot erpe^/av Kal 4£4wffav is ras
as Kal TUV Trpfoftxnipav TWI> iirirerayiiivuv atrixTeiviv nvas
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of war between the Mantineians and Tegeans, on account of the great
harm which is done to one or other of them according to the direction
which the stream takes. Agis hoped that the Argeians and their allies
when they heard of this movement would come down from the hill and try
to prevent i t ; he could then fight them on level ground. Accordingly he
stayed about the water during the whole day, diverting the stream.'

It is at this point that the modern commentators are especially
pleased, some referring to the strange, confused, and utterly illogical note
of Arnold on this passage, who derives his farrago Of nonsense from Leake
—others, more up-to-date, to the views of Fougeres1; all convinced that
here at least we are on firm ground and able to give a perfectly coherent
and satisfactory explanation of the procedure. It is indeed true that, ifnve
are to be guided by the superficial aspect of the Tegean plain as it now
exists, there is, as already explained, properly only one place at which the
diversion of the stream alleged to have been undertaken by Agis can have
been feasible. The point in question, however, lies entirely within Tegean
territory, lies, in fact, so close to the city of Tegea itself that, in the given
circumstances, there cannot have been the remotest likelihood of the
Mantineians and their allies attempting to thwart the operation of
diversion. This becomes evident at once when account is taken of the
fact that the Confederates had already demonstrated their reluctance to
risk an offensive, even in the vicinity of Mantineia and with the conditions
almost wholly in their favour. How could it be imagined that they would
now suddenly show themselves more complaisant, and consent to take the
offensive on Tegean territory, on ground chosen by the enemy ? As a
matter of fact, the Confederates refused to commit that folly—if it ever lay
in the design of Agis to tempt them to do so. True, they descended from
the high ground—so much of the king's anticipations was realised—but
only to occupy a second defensive position of their own choosing, making
not the slightest attempt to interrupt the alleged engineering labours
of the enemy. It is surely remarkable that Thucydides, just at this point
of all others, is able to vouch for the designs in the mind of Agis ; for
it is just at this point that, according to the narrative of Tkhucydides
himself, the Spartan leader found himself most gravely out in his
calculations. Yet here Thucydides solemnly gives us what purports to

1 Op. cit. pp. 44 f. and 576.
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be the grand secret, the deep-lying plan which was entirely thrown out
in the event!

The truth is that the hydrography of the plain does not, as commonly
supposed, furnish the key to the operations of this campaign. Thucydides
is putting forward a mere guess, and that not a good one, by way of
explaining movements the rationale of which quite eluded him. Nor
is it difficult to show that his account is a tissue of incoherences and
contradictions. He informs us, with great precision, that the remainder of
the day of retreat was devoted to the diversion of the stream, that the
army bivouacked that night near the scene of its labours, and that next
day it set out to return to its former camp at the Herakleion. We are
to imagine, therefore, that the Lacedaemonians had accomplished their
immediate object of diverting the stream; otherwise we are left with
the obvious but unanswered question why a second, or even a third, day
should not have been spent on the work. Agis surely could not demand
that the Confederates must necessarily make their intervention that same
afternoon or evening. Presumably, then, his ultimate object of inducing
the Confederates to evacuate their first position was deemed also to have
been secured as a result of the army's labours with pick and shovel. Not
a syllable of the narrative warrants the suspicion that, for some reason, or
other, the alteration of the channel had not been carried out, or that
somehow it had failed of its intended effect. Then how account for the
alleged consternation of the Lacedaemonians when, as we are told later,1

they discovered that the Confederates had abandoned Alesion and had
come down into the plain ? That they should take this fatal step had
been the objective of all the Lacedaemonian manoeuvres.

We may with good reason doubt whether, at that time of year, the
immediate results of an alteration in the course of the stream could have
been really worth the trouble. Waiving this point, however, let us try to
make clear to ourselves what Agis stood to gain by flooding the lower
part of the Mantineian plain in the manner suggested. The most that
could be achieved, on the most favourable assumption, was that all access
to Mantineian territory would be barred effectually in the face of the
Lacedaemonians themselves ; and if the Confederates refused to accept the
invitation to come out for castigation, What was to be done ? The result

1 Thuc. 5. 66 : ip&<ri Si' oAtyov robs ivavriavs iv rafei re ijSi) irivras Kal awb TOV \6<pov
\v8iras. fuiXiarra Sil AaKeSai/tivioi is t ine/uniVTO iv lotiiif Tip Kaipt? i
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must have been an impasse that would suit Agis least of all; for nothing
short of a victory in the field could save the situation for him and for
Sparta.

As a matter of hard fact, it was absolutely impossible to flood the
lower Mantineian plain to any serious extent if the Mantineian katavothras
were in working order. Who was to guarantee the contrary ? Was Agis
merely gambling upon the bare chance ? Or, happy thought! shall we
surmise that—though Thucydides says nothing about it—the Lacedae-
monians, while lying at the Herakleion, had been taking measures to
choke the katavothras on that side of the plain ? Why, then, had the
Confederates not intervened, they being, we are asked to believe, so entirely
ready, or not unlikely to take that desperate measure under circumstances
far less advantageous to themselves ? Escape from these perplexities
is impossible so long as we persist in clinging to this apocryphal element
of the alleged design of the king in reference to the Tegean stream. The-
motive Thucydides assigns for the retirement of the Lacedaemonians from
the Mantineian plain is nothing but a figment of his own imagination.

(6) Movements of the Confederates.

' Now the Argeians and their confederates were at first amazed at the
sudden retreat of their enemies when they were so near, and did not know
what to think. "But when the Lacedaemonians had retired and dis-
appeared from view, and they found themselves standing still and not
pursuing, they once more began to blame their own general. Their cry
was that they had already let the Lacedaemonians slip when they'had
them at a disadvantage close to Argos ; and now they were running away
and no one pursued them ; the enemy were just allowed to escape, while
their own army was quietly betrayed. The commanders were at first
bewildered by the outcry; but soon they quitted the hill, and advancing
into the plain took up a pbsition with the intention of attacking. On. the
following day the Argeians and their allies drew themselves up in the order
in which they intended to fight should they meet with the enemy. Mean-
while the Lacedaemonians returned from the water to their old encamp-
ment near the temple of Herakles. There they saw quite close to them the
Argeian army, which had moved on from the hill, and was already in order
of battle. Never within living memory were the Lacedaemonians more
dismayed than at that instant'
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Describing the movements of the Confederates after they had evacuated
the first position and descended to the plain, Thucydides says that they
drew themselves up in the order in which they meant to fight if they fell in
with the enemy. This sentence, it is clear, gives the lie to the subsequent
description of the dismay of the Lacedaemonians when they came upon the
Confederate army. For there is no evading the question how it came
about that the Confederates should have been expecting the Lacedaemonians,
while the latter had no suspicion of the enemy's proximity. On the face
of things, the Lacedaemonians had departed for good, glad1 to save their
skins ; such was the interpretation naturally given by the rank and file of
the Confederates to the strange doings at Alesion. That some other
explanation was possible, and that the Lacedaemonians would reappear
the day following on that fiasco, was not at all in the Confederates' thoughts,
so far as appears from the account given by Thucydides. Nevertheless,
here we find both sides doing precisely what, from their previously described
attitude and actions, one would least expect them to do. The Confederates,
who had absolutely no grounds for supposing that the Lacedaemonians
would reappear, are standing on the alert, prepared for action; the
Lacedaemonians, who on the previous day ran away—no less, according to
Thucydides1—are here back again, apparently not very clear for what
precise purpose, certainly not for fighting, at least just then and there: so
much at least is vouched for by Thucydides, who has already laid claim to
be in the confidence of the high command, on the one side, if not on both.

As a matter of fact, it is not difficult to show that the alleged
•consternation of the Lacedaemonians has something so highly suspicious
about it that it must either receive some more reasonable explanation than
appears on the face of the narrative, or else be forthwith rejected. For if
it be argued that Thucydides means no more than that the Lacedaemonians
did not expect to discover the enemy just then and just there, where did
they expect to find them ? There were, in fact, only three possibilities.
Either the Confederates had withdrawn from Alesion into the town, or they
were still upon that ridge, or they were somewhere out on the plain. That
the Alesion ridge had been abandoned was matter of immediate observation,
for the ridge is very conspicuous from, almost every point of the plain.

1 Thuc. 5. 65 : rb arpdrfvpa Korek raxos irplc ^vfi/xu^at air^ey. What KOTO rdxos looked like
is shown lower down, where the Confederates robs eavrav (rrparriyoiis afiiis kv alrla etxov . . . viv
•on airodiUpdaicovTas ovSels 4ntSiaK€i. There can be no doubt as to the (simulated) character of the
withdrawal.
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Agis and the whole Lacedaemonian army had really but two possibilities
with which to reckon. Upon what evidence, then, is it surmised that Agis
concluded that the enemy had retired into the town ? The mere fact that
the Confederates had not as yet made their appearance on Tegean territory
could not justify such inference; for of course they might be at that
moment actually in march to the stream, for that very purpose of
intervention which we are told Agis both expected and desired. It is
obvious that, upon the evidence of his own eyesight, Agis was bound to act
upon the prudential assumption that the enemy was then upon the
plain, either in march towards him, or in position to receive him. If the
latter, there were but two positions in point, upon the given line of
operations. The veriest tiro in the Lacedaemonian army must have been
alive to the certainty that, if the enemy were to be encountered at all, it
would be either at the Mytika defile or at the inner line, close to
Mantineia. Failing the one, then inevitably at the other. Choice of
position confessedly lying with- the Confederates, why should Agis, or
anyone else, assume that they were incapable of exercising it in a reasonable
manner? The course of the campaign up to that moment, at any rate, had
surely proved that the Confederate generals were no fools.

The truth is that Agis was just as little taken aback by-the encounter
as the Confederates themselves. He knew well that when he marched this
second time into the Mantineian plain he would discover the Confederates
in position for battle; he knew also, none better, exactly at what point he
might count upon coming in contact with them. The problem before him
had been to inveigle out of an all but unassailable position an enemy who-
had hitherto clung obstinately to a passive defensive. By his own
evacuation of Mantineian territory, under the circumstances and in the
manner already described, he counted upon inspiring the Confederate army
with an illusory confidence and a thorough contempt for their opponents, in
order that thus encouraged they might leave their strong position and accept
battle on the plain. Then he would turn and smite them, before their
Eleian allies could reinforce them.

(3) The deployment of the Lacedaemonians. •

' Not a moment was to be lost: immediately they hurried every man
to his own place, the king Agis, according to the law, directing their several
movements. . . . On this occasion the Skiritai formed the left wing, a
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position to which in the Lacedaemonian army they have a peculiar and
exclusive right. Next to the Skiritai were placed the troops who had
served in Chalkidike under Brasidas, and with them the Neodamodes.
Next in order were ranged the several divisions of the Lacedaemonian army,
and near them the Heraians of Arkadia ; next the Mainalians, and on the
right wing the Tegeans, and a few Lacedaemonians at the extreme point "of
the line ; the cavalry were placed on both wings. On the right wing of the
enemy were placed the Mantineians, because the action was to be fought in
their country, and next to them such of the Arkadians as were their
allies. Then came the select force of a thousand Argeians, whom the city
had long trained at the public expense in military exercises; next the
other Argeians, and after them their allies, the Kleonaians and Orneatai.
Last of all the Athenians occupied the left wing, supported by their own
cavalry. Such was the order and composition of the two armies: that of
the Lacedaemonians appeared to be the larger. . . . The two armies were
now on the point of engaging, but first the several commanders addressed
exhortations to their own contingents.'

What is the shortest time in which it can have been possible for the
Lacedaemonian army of over ten thousand hoplitesl to deploy from
column of march into line of battle ? We must be done with the vaporous
speculations inspired by the simple words of Thucydides. Says Thirlwall'2:
' Yet on this occasion the excellence of their [sc. the Lacedaemonians']
system of tactics, as it was brought' to an unusual test, was the more
signally displayed. The line of battle was quietly and rapidly formed,
every man falling into his place with his wonted ease, before the enemy
could take any advantage of their vicinity.' In the same stfain Grote3:
' All the various military manoeuvres were familiar to the Lacedaemonians
from their unremitting drill, so that their armies enjoyed the advantage of
readier obedience along with more systematic command. Accordingly,
though thus taken by surprise, and called on now for the first time in their
lives to form in the presence of an enemy, they only manifested the greater
promptitude and anxious haste in obeying the orders of Agis, transmitted
through the regular series of officers. The battle-array was attained, with
regularity as well as with speed.' The climax of absurdity is reached by

1 It did not seem necessary to discuss in this place the question of numljers. I have therefore
been content to adopt a round figure which is sufficiently near the truth.

2 Op. <it. p. 349. * Op. at. p. 350.
F 2
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Fougeres, who writes1: ' II fut tout surpris et effraye de rencontrer l'enriemi
au bas de la hauteur et etalant a peu de distance son front de [bataillei II
ne lui restait qu'a passer rapidement de l'ordre de marche a la formation
de combat, ce qui fut fait en quelques instants,' and this by the Brbbding-
nagian host which he imagines2 of ' 58,000 combattants, dont environ
17,000 hoplites.'

Attention has been so much engaged by this chorus of admiration of
the alleged phenomenal rapidity with which the Lacedaemonian line of
battle was formed that two obvious, and indeed decisive, considerations
have been altogether neglected. Firstly, three considerable Arkadian
contingents, those of the Mainalians, Heraians, and Tegeans, were present
with the Lacedaemonians, and these deployed for action apparently with
the same accuracy and the same dispatch as the Lacedaemonians them-
selves. What becomes, then, of those boasted attributes of organisation,
training, and discipline universally claimed for the Lacedaemonians alone ?
What is sauce for the goose is sauce also for the gander. Secondly,
Thucydides neither asserts nor implies that the army of Agis more than
half expected to see the Confederates sweeping down upon them before
their own line was ready to meet them. As a matter of fact, Thucydides
practically vouches for the opposite ; for after these moments of supposed
breathless excitement and hardly averted tragedy, all arrangements happily
completed, there ensued a not inconsiderable interval before the order for
the charge,3 an interval occupied, on both sides, by those exhortations and
other emotional stimulants that were a normal and necessary prelude to
action in the case of Greek armies. The current idea, that the Lacedae-
monians had staved off frightful disaster only by a marvellous serenity and
equally wonderful pitch of training and discipline, is at variance with the
facts of normal Hellenic practice in pitched battles. This is, in fact, amply,
though indeed quite inconsistently, acknowledged by Grote.4 ' It does not
appear,' he remarks, ' that the generals on the Argeian side made any
attempt to charge while the Lacedaemonian battle-array was yet incom-
plete. It was necessary for them, according to Grecian practice, to wind
up the courage of their troops by some words of exhortation and

1 op. cit. p. 576.
2 Op. cit. p. 574-
a Thuc. 5* 6 9 : 4irel de %vvUvat ifxeWov $8?/, ivravffa xal irapaivetyeis Kaff 6KC£<TTOVS tnrh TUV

olxelav arpaTTiyiZv romiSe eyiyvovro . . . teal perii ravra ii £iv0$os %v.
* Op. cit. p. 352 f.
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encouragement; and before these were finished, the Lacedaemonians may
probably have attained their order.' 'May probably-have attained their
order.' If anything is certain it is, not merely that the Lacedaemonians
had attained their order before the Confederates advanced a single yard,
but also that to forestall its attainment had never lain within the remotest
range of the enemy's intentions. And so far from the Lacedaemonians
having been ' called on now for the first time in their lives to form in the
presence of an enemy,' this was precisely what they, and any other Greek
troops of the line of that day, were accustomed to do whenever and wher-
ever they must fight a regular action.

Unquestionably, provision must have been made for rapid and orderly
deployment—some arrangements, that is to say, over and above the normal
and customary provision governing the mere evolution of a line of battle
from a marching column. The movements of units at the critical moment
were such that the final result, as exhibited in the phalanx ready for the
charge, was something more than the fortuitous outcome of an unforeseen
emergency successfully met. The battle-array described by Thucydides
was an array which, in its main features, had been predetermined by Agis
himself, and predetermined strictly with reference to the special tactical
scheme in his own mind, unless, of course, one is prepared to assert that a
Greek phalanx was always a mere fortuitous concourse of armed men
pushing and crowding into line in a purely haphazard and unregulated
fashion, the whole thing entirely destitute of any governing idea or
operative scheme.

In point of fact, analysis of the Lacedaemonian order of battle at
once reveals unmistakable and highly instructive evidence of design in
the place assigned to the various corps. Over against the formidable
mass of the Mantineians and the Argeian corps d'elite are ranged
Skiritai and the veterans of Brasidas—troops of excellent quality from
a professional point of view, but socially and politically of little account.
At the Other end of the line, the Tegeans, who as staunch upholders
of the northern outpost of Lacedaemonian power were not unnecessarily
to be taken- too heavily in toll, are so placed as to range far beyond
the Athenians ; the weight of the Athenian onset would consequently
fall chiefly upon the Heraians and Mainalians, and indeed mainly upon
the latter—these again an element of quite inferior account, in a social
and political point of view. The Lacedaemonians themselves, the finest
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troops that Hellas could show, are confronted by no opponents more
formidable than the raw militia of Argos. Was this arrangement
purely accidental? A piece of sheer good luck, enabling Agis to reap
where he had not sowed ? Someone in the Lacedaemonian army must
have kept his wits about him to good purpose in the alleged universal
consternation. According to Thucydides,1 curiously enough, this had
been none other than .king Agis himself.

And that is clearly neither more nor less than the truth. Agis,
however, whose head was a vast deal cooler than Thucydides ever
dreamt or would admit, relied neither upon the chapter of accidents
nor upon the inspiration of the moment, but upon his- own foresight"
and forethought, backed by the discipline and manoeuvring capacity of
his troops. Hence his order of battle exhibits in effect a bi-partition of
his forces: his left and centre being composed of the most highly
trained, most experienced, and most reliable units ; his right composed
of Arkadian levies, which upon the whole, and in comparison, were less
accomplished, less experienced, and at a pinch less trustworthy than
the other. Moreover, by way of reducing to absolute minimum the
chances of disaster, these troops of the right were extended far beyond
the hostile wing; so that when in due course they wheeled inwards
upon its flank they would effectually check or ' break ' its advance.

All this surely implies careful and minute prevision, with trie object
of ensuring that the operation of deployment should be carried out
accurately and smoothly in accordance with a definite programme.
Very different this from the current conception, in which instinctive
discipline and a sort of second nature of the rank and file are" invoked
to do duty for the intelligence and foresight of the commander-in-chief.
Exactly how long the deployment must actually have taken is neither
here nor there—given that the operation is once correctly apprehended
as one that must have consumed a good deal more time than is generally
imagined ; and further, that here all was effected in quite normal fashion
—even down to those 'few stirring words' and patriotic songs, which,
on the respective sides, carried off the last bad quarter of an- hour during
which the opposing ranks were staring at each other across the midspace,
waiting for the order to charge.

1 Thuc. 5. 66: xeil evOiis vrb cnrovSijs xaBiaravro is xoafioy rbr iavruv, "A71S0S rov
fvov Kara rbv v6p^ov.
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C — T H E BATTLE.
(1) The Advance.

' At length the two armies went forward. The Argeians and their
allies advanced to the charge with great fury and determination. The
Lacedaemonians moved slowly and to the music of many flute-players. . . .
Before they had actually closed a thought occurred to Agis. All armies,
when engaging, are apt to thrust outward their right wing ; and either
of the opposing forces tends to out-flank his enemy's left with his own
right, because every soldier individually fears for his exposed side, which
he tries to cover with the shield of his comrade on the right, conceiving
that the closer he draws in the better he will be protected. The first
man in the front rank of the right wing is originally responsible for the
•deflection, for he always wants to withdraw from the enemy his own
exposed side, and the rest of the army, from a like fear, follow his
example. In this battle the line of the Mantineians, who were on the
Argeian right wing, extended far beyond the Skiritai; and still further,
in proportion as the army to which they belonged was the larger, did
the Lacedaemonians and Tegeans on the Lacedaemonian right wing
extend beyond the Athenian left. Agis was afraid that the Lacedaemonian
left wing would be surrounded, and, thinking that the Mantineians out-
flanked them too far, he signalled to the Skiritai and the old soldiers
of Brasidas to make a lateral movement away from his own division of
the army, and so cover the line of the Mantineians: to fill up the
space thus left vacant he ordered Hipponoidas ana* Aristokles, two of
the Polemarchs, to bring up their two divisions from the right wing.'

Having described, with admirable fullness and clearness, the order in
which the several corps on either side were marshalled in the phalanx,
Thucydides proceeds to explain with great nicety a certain general
characteristic of the advance in line of bodies of Greek hoplites, and to
relate the effect of this in the present instance. The gist of the matter is
that Greek infantry charging in line would not advance in a direction
perpendicular to their base of departure, but persisted in bearing continually
towards their own right. The result of such deflection was that, by the
time contact was made between the colliding masses, the right wing of
either army found itself overlapping the left wing of the opposing phalanx,
to a greater or less extent.
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This famous passage in which Thucydides professes to give his
readers a glimpse into the working of the mind of the Greek hoplite going
into action, has furnished the text of a very tradition of false exegesis.
The misconceptions which have gathered about it have their origin,
it must be confessed, with Thucydides himself. They spring directly
from his determination to find a purely psychological explanation of the
phenomenon in question, whereas the true explanation lies in a different
direction. Wecannot follow him in deducing the obliquity of the advance
of a line of hoplites from an overmastering impulse in each man to seek
the protection of the shield of his right-hand comrade in the line. Such
impulse, if really existent and operative to the extent claimed, clearly
cannot have worked with the same intensity in each individual, but with
every gradation of effect throughout the line, until, growing as it were by
mutual contagion, it must have bid fair to burst the bonds of discipline
and bring about the disruption of the entire phalanx. Originating
confessedly in fear,1 it could only end, at best, in a courage of sheer despair
—a conclusion to which all Greek military history gives the lie.

The true cause of the deflection lay, not in fear, as Thucydides asserts,
but in the simple fact that every man in the line carried a big, heavy shield
The shield entirely covered the hoplite's left arm and side, but only
partially covered the front of his body. The natural tendency, and indeed
proper procedure, of the hoplite marching forward into action with his
comrades was, therefore, not to advance squarely to his front; partly
because each man must needs keep his shield, rather than his own body,
squarely confronting the foe, partly because the great shield itself offered
distinct impediment to direct forward motion. The stride was made with
most convenience, not directly towards the shield, but, as it were, parallel
with it. Further, this obliquity of presentation or half-turn to the right
put the individual hoplites of each phalanx into precisely the correct
position for immediate and effective application of weight at the moment
of contact with the enemy. For a conflict of hoplites was, in the main, a
matter of brawn, of shock of the mass developed instantaneously as a

»
1 Thuc. 5*. 71 : ^'^ T^ <f>o&ovfievovs vpoaffTeWeiv TO yvfxyct GKOOTOV WS fi6,\i<na TT} rov Iv 5e£i^

TrapOTETOyjueVoi; aairlSi . . . eirovTat Si Sta rbv ainiv ipoSov tcai 01 &\\ot. It is useless to try to water
down this reiterated <f>ofros to something less portentous. In Gfote's account (6. 354) it appears only
as done ' in order to avoid exposing their own unshielded side ; while for the same reason every man
along the line took care to keep close to the shield of his right-hand neighbour'—and not a syllable
betrays the <p6fios of the original.
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steady thrust, a literal pushing of the enemy off the ground he occupied at
the moment of closing. The notion that each man in the line was bent on
getting under cover of the shield of his fellow on the right is, to put it with
blunt truth, nothing but a fatuous delusion and sheer nonsense.

Now be the truth as it may in the case of other Hellenic armies of
this period, in the case of Lacedaemonian armies, at all events, with their
higher standard of drill, more developed articulation, and more instinctive
discipline, the above-described obliquity of movement on the part of the
charging phalanx was completely under the control of its commander-in-
chief. Since it was the natural, inevitable, and calculable effect of a
purely physical cause fully understood and perfectly familiar in military
praxis, it was amenable to official control to a degree quite out of the
question in dealing with one originating in a mere instinct of self-
preservation, such as Thucydides postulates. Proof of this is found—and
where better ?—in the narrative—nay, in the very chapter—now before us.
Conspicuous in it is the explicit testimony that Agis controlled so
absolutely the movements of his left wing that, although it was already
advancing, already committed to the diagonal of direction set for the entire
line by the file-leader of the right wing—who is expressly named as
responsible for the deflection of the phalanx as a wholex—the king's order
effected an immediate change of its direction ; with the result that the
units of the left began at once to take ground towards their own. shield-arm,
away from the centre, the units of the centre and right meanwhile
continuing to press forward in the direction given at the outset, sheering off
towards the spear-arm, ever further away from those of the left wing. If
one thing emerges from the account more clearly than another, it is the
implication that Agis entertained not the shadow of a doubt on the score
of his own power to direct, up to the very last moment before contact, the
advance of any portion of his line upon any desired objective.

(2) The Action.
' When they were at close quarters with the enemy, the Mantineian

right put to flight the Skiritai and the soldiers of Brasidas. The
Mantineians and their allies and the thousand chosen Argeians dashed in
through the gap in the Lacedaemonian ranks and completed their defeat;

1 Thuc. 5. 71 ' K<*1 rpyelrat ncv TJ)J alrlas ravTijs 6 •npwTofTT&rrtis TOV he^iov Ktpws, npd0vp.Qvpcvos
i£a\A<i<r<Ttti> aid TUV iravrloiv rty iavrov yifxvwiaiv. Thucydides is here right in regard to the fact,
but his explanation is imaginary. '
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they surrounded and routed them, and so drove them to their waggons,
where they killed some of the elder men who were appointed to guard
them. In this part of the field the Lacedaemonians were beaten, but
elsewhere, and especially in the centre of the army, where the king Agis
and the three hundred Knights, as they are called, who attend him, were
posted, they charged the elder Argeians, the Five Divisions as they are
termed, the Kleonaians, Orneatai, and those of the Athenians who were
ranged with them, and put them to •flight. Most of them never even
struck a blow, but gave way at once on the approach of the Lacedae-
monians ; some were actually trodden under foot, being overtaken by the
advancing host'

The right wing of the Mantineian phalanx enveloped the Lacedae-
monian left wing, consisting of the Skiritai, the veterans of Brasidas, and
the Neodamodes, while the main body of the Mantineians, in conjunction
with their Arkadian allies, held it fast in front; simultaneously the
thousand picked Argeians, dashing into the gap in the Lacedaemonian
phalanx, completed the isolation and discomfiture of the sundered wing.
Whilst this was happening on the left of the Laced'aemonians, their centre,
where the king himself was posted with his three hundred Guards, feH upon
the main body of the Argeians and quickly brought them and their allies,
along with a portion of the Athenian contingent, into the condition of a
fleeing rabble. From all this it seems clear that Agis and the Lacedae-
monians of the centre had as their immediate opponents practically none
but the general body of Argeians, who stood to the left of the Argeian
corps d'elite. This latter corps, at the instant of contact, had actually no
enemy troops at all in its front, but was able unchecked to hurl itself
straight into the gap or breach in the Lacedaemonian line.

In the realisation of the above fact, that the gap in the Lacedaemonian
phalanx was opened directly in face of the Argeian corps d'elite, we hold
the key to the tactics of Agis in the battle. His design was to tempt that
corps to take advantage of the gap, to its own undoing. For the inevitable
upshot would be that the enemy's line would be torn asunder, as it were by
its own momentum. Jf the Confederates fell into the trap thus set for
them, the Argeian corps d'e'lite together with the Mantineian contingent,
two of the most efficient elements of their entire array, would lose touch
with the centre, and expose the phalanx to piecemeal destruction. More-
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over, the blow delivered by the corps d'elite would fall harmlessly in the
air. The dreadful momentum of its charge would be reduced, and indeed
would fall almost to zero, through the necessity of its swinging round to
the right in order to close upon the flank and rear of the isolated troops of
the Lacedaemonian left. This was precisely what occurred ; but that it
did so was the clearly foreseen and nicely calculated issue of tactics which
Thucydides never in the least comprehended, and only imperfectly
described.1

(3) The Role of the two Polemarchs.

' Agis was afraid that the Lacedaemonian left wing would be sur-
rounded, and thinking that the Mantineians outflanked them too far, he
signalled to the Skiritai and the old soldiers of Brasidas to make a lateral
movement away from his own division of the army, and so cover the line
of the Mantineians : to fill up the space thus left vacant he ordered
Hipponoldas and Aristokles, two of the Polemarchs, to bring up their two
divisions from the right wing, thinking that he would still have more troops
than he wanted there, and that he would thus strengthen that part of his
line which was opposed to the Mantineians. He had given the order at
the last moment, when the charge had already begun, and Aristokles and
Hipponoidas refused -to make the movement. For the cowardice which
they were supposed to have shown on this occasion they were afterwards
banished from Sparta. The enemy were upon him before he was ready,
and as the two divisions would not advance into the place left by the
Skiritai, Agis ordered the Skiritai themselves to close up, but he found
that it was too late, and that neither would they now fill the vacant space.
Then the Lacedaemonians showed in a- remarkable manner that, although
utterly failing in their tactics, they could win by their courage alone.'

Reverting to the moment when, according to Thucydides, there flashed
upon the king's ill-balanced mind the idea of counteracting the tendency

1 From his expression in chap. 68 : r i vrpariireSoi' ray AaictSxunoviwv /«tfo!/ Itpivi), it has been
conjectured that Thucydides was himself an eye-witness of the battle (cf. Thirl. Hist, of Gr. 3. 349,
' the eye-witness seems to speak'). The whole character of the account seems to disprove this.
More probably Thucydides derived his information, such as it was, in part at least from one or other
of the exiled Polemarchs, or from both ; they were naturally not so anxious to make things clear, as
to see that Thucydides represented the king in what they regarded as the proper light. That
information derived from an eye;witness, if not from a principal actor in the drama, underlies the
narrative is very probable ; but proof of this depends upon more subtle evidence than that adduced
above, and is reserved for another place.
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of the phalanx to edge away to the right, let us inquire what his design
really was. If we are to believe Thucydides, whose account of the matter
has never before been subjected to critical weighing, Agis, once more
attempting to cure ill by ill, found no other resource than the most clumsy
and perilous of expedients, the crude and ill-timed experiment of actually
breaking off a portion of his already advancing line, and marching troops
from the other wing to fill the gap ; which brilliant scheme was frustrated,
partly by rank insubordination of two of his principal officers (later very
properly punished), and partly by the Confederates' lack of consideration
in not holding back their own headlong and furious charge until the
counter-measures of Agis were completed.

What exactly was the role assigned to the two Polemarchs ? As
reported they were to bring up their men from the right to fill the vacancy
on the left of the centre. Now, as a matter of fact and common sense, if
this was what was demanded of them, it was physically an utter impossi-
bility. A moment's consideration of the situation is sufficient to convince
us that long before the Polemarchs with their troops from the right could
possibly arrive at the gap it must inevitably be penetrated by the Argeian
special corps. Oh the other hand, if the sentence subsequently pronounced
upon, or anticipated by, the two Polemarchs was their desert, the trans-
ference ordered by Agis cannot have been a demonstrable absurdity. His
orders cannot have, been determined by what was merely desirable,
irrespective of its immediate practicability. Agis must have been able to
prove that the manoeuvre in question was feasible, not simply in and for
itself, but under the perilous conditions of action, and in the particular
circurnstances of this action, that it was reasonable and expedient, and that
refusal to carry it out had gravely prejudiced the situation for the whole
army. Each and all of these arguments could be established to demon-
stration before any reasonable tribunal, and undoubtedly were so
established to the undoing of the two recalcitrant Polemarchs.

Equally beyond dispute is it that if the king's orders had in view
nothing but a transference of a portion of his troops from the right to the
vacant space on the left, their performance, under the condition as described,
was a sheer impossibility. For the advance of the Lacedaemonians might
be as deliberate and orderly as,they had a mind to make it; but that
could not prescribe the law for the Confederates, who as a matter of fact
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charged with conspicuous ilan} so that the few hundred yards of ground
originally separating the two armies must have been covered at a rate to be
measured hardly in minutes, but in seconds. Yet, upon the face of the
account, the two Polemarchs and their men were set the task, not only of
anticipating the enemy in reaching the threatened point, but of filling the
vacancy exactly, and restoring the alignment and cohesion of the entire
line, all within the last few moments preceding the actual collision. What
miracle of manoeuvring! Well might the unfortunate Polemarchs stand
aghast at thi§ outrageous demand. The orders of Agis couched in this
form—and this, be it remembered, is the form in which, under the voucher
of Thucydides, they have come down to us—must have seemed but the
wild freak of a lunatic.

In reality, given Lacedaemonian troops, the tactical manoeuvre
contemplated by Agis was not only feasible, but was well calculated to be
eminently effective. Its true character emerges when we take into the
account, not solely, or even principally, the Lacedaemonians, but that other
factor, namely, the phalanx of the Confederates advancing at speed to the
assault. Long before the gap in the Lacedaemonian line could be closed, by
any means whatsoever, the Argeian corps d'elite was bound to have inserted
itself therein like a wedge, driving the isolated left wing ever further apart
from the centre. And this was what actually occurred. The Argeians
thereby immediately found themselves in the very situation for which a
Greek hoplite would ever pray—that is to say, with spear-arm free against
the enemy's unshielded right flank. The unfortunate Skiritai and other
units of the Lacedaemonian left wing, simultaneously held fast by the main
body of Mantineians in their front, outflanked and enveloped on their left
by the extreme overlapping files of the Maiitineian right, and caught at a
disadvantage on their right by the thousand picked Argeians who had
swept into the gap, were soon, ground to fragments and dispersed.
Now if the two Polemarchs, previously detailed for this special service,
carried out their instructions, bringing up their units smartly from the
right, they would within a few minutes descend like a thunderbolt in their
turn upon the flank and . rear of the thousand Argeians while these were
still busy with the ci-devant helot soldiers of the Lacedaemonian left.

1 Tliuc. 5. 7 0 : 'Apytioi fiiv Kal 01 {v/t/iax<H evrAvus xai opyfi xwpovvres, AaKfStuiiiviot Si
BpaSeus.
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Under so shrewd a blow the Thousand would find the tables turned upon
them with a vengeance, and to a certainty would count no more for that
day. This effective counterstroke it was the purpose of Agis to deliver by
means of the units to be drawn from 'his right. He could rely to the
fullest extent upon the mobility and tactical capacity of his troops, if their
officers would but do their duty.

RECAPITULATION.

Drawing together our argument, let us review the whole course of
the campaign and its concluding battle.

Having reached Tegea, Agis for the first time became aware that the
Eleian contingent of three thousand men had withdrawn from Mantineian
territory, leaving the rest of the Confederates in the lurch.1 This news
modified his original design, of awaiting the co-operation of his allies from
central Greece. Three thousand hoplites withdrawn from the enemy's
battle-line meant an advantage not to be neglected, if by any means the
balance of the Confederate army could be induced to fight before the
Eleians recovered from their ill-humour and returned to the theatre of
operations. Fortune having thus at the outset offered Agis so much- clear
gain of time which he could turn to his advantage by bold initiative, it was
not for him, in the interest of some cut-and-dried scheme, to reject her
proffered favours, but to meet her half-way, and \o aim at securing the
fullest measure of success with as little delay as might be. The general
political and military situation being such that a solution was impossible
except through decisive victory in the field, it was clearly imposed upon
the Spartan king, as his primary strategic aim, to force a battle under the
conditions most favourable, tactically, to himself—that is to say, in the
absence of the Eleians. He resolved,, therefore, to cross the frontier at
once, and to establish himself at an advanced post with the object of
bringing the Confederates to action with the least possible delay.

The' Lacedaemonians met with no resistance, but were allowed
without challenge to pass through the Mytika portal and enter Mantineian
territory. No doubt ample warning of the inroad had been given to
the Mantineians by their signallers stationed in the Skope which gazed
afar over' the plain in all directions; it was no question of the

1 Thuc. 5. 62 : ical 01 fiiv 'HAeioi opyiaBtvrfs in oim M Afirpeov i^i\ipiaavro
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Lacedaemonians stealing a march upon an unprepared or unsuspecting
enemy. Moreover, there was very good reason why the Mantineians
should accept the invasion with equanimity. The time of year being
late summer,1 the principal crops must have been already reaped, and
stock and stored provisions removed from outlying farmsteads to the-
shelter of the town or to the recesses of the plain behind it. Beyond
the burning of the actual buildings, and the seizure of some trifling
stores here and there, little havoc was to be wrought by the
Lacedaemonian troops scouring the plain to the south of the city. The
fact was that, from the point of view of these normal operations of
Hellenic warfare, the invasion had been launched perforce at the wrong
time of year—too late, and that by some weeks.

To the lead of Agis the Confederates countered, as we have seen,
not, as he had hoped, by accepting battle in the plain, but by occupying
a strong position on Alesion. This at once paralysed the flying parties
of marauders—for there were the Athenian cavalry ready to swoop
down upon them ; the Lacedaemonian cavalry itself was little better
than a laughing-stock—in the battle it plays no part at all. The
Confederates thus signified clearly enough their intention of playing a
waiting game; nor did it call for extraordinary sagacity to divine the
calculations upon which this policy was based. Agis, to all seeming^
was himself now fairly caught in a trap of his own baiting. His situation
grew hourly more critical. Arrival of reinforcements for either side
would almost to a certainty turn the scale Abundantly clear also was
it that the odds under this head were greatly in favour of the Con-
federates. There can be little doubt that messages had been sent in
hot haste by the Confederates urging the Eleians to return to the
theatre of operations, where the fate of the coalition was trembling in the
balance. Agis seems, on his part also, to have appealed to his govern-
ment for assistance, in view of the possible intervention of the Eleians.
At all events, king Pleistoanax brought up the reserves of Sparta2

a few hours before the battle which was the brilliant finale of the
1 Cf. Thuc. 5. 75: Toiii fyniuLx0"* a^twfs {Kiipveia 7 ^ mbrois irvyxwov ivra) rfyv toprtiv ^70>\

The festival was probably overdue. The harvest in this part of Arkadia was reaped a full month
before, the date of the battle.

2 Thuc. 5. 75 : rrjs Si /">X"S /MMO^OIJI etrtaSai Kal Ti\currodva£ d irepos flcuriKeiis Ix"' T0"s Tt

Tpttr&uTtpovs Kal vtusTtpovs iBo^Snerf, Kal /ie'xP« /*(" Teytas cupUero, TrvSofievos Si T V V'MI\V &«X<«-
pi\atv. Note that these Ttpta&<rr*po\ xal vtiirepot accompanied Agis when he first marched from
Sparta, but were sent back from Orestheion (Thuc. 5. 64) for home defence.
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war-game as played by his colleague. And, just too late to avert defeat,
three thousand Eleian hoplites, as well as an additional thousand from
Athens, reinforced the Confederates.1 There can be no reasonable doubt
that these reinforcements came in response to urgent representations
on the part of the respective leaders.

The audacious manoeuvre, carried out with consummate precision and
courage, by means of which Agis extricated his baggage-train and his
army from the cul-de-sac of the Mantineian plain has received explanation
in the foregoing pages. The feint attack pushed to within a hair's-breadth
of irretrievable committal, with all the chances here in favour of the enemy,
was designed furthermore to achieve what, upon the evidence of Thucydides
himself, it actually did achieve. This secondary purpose was to inspire the
Confederates with an illusory conviction that the Lacedaemonians had
retreated because they had flinched at the last moment from pushing home
their assault; so that the Confederates might cherish hopes of repeating
under the walls of Mantineia the success which earlier in the year had been
scored under the walls of Argos.

The Confederates this time walked straight into the trap set for
them by Agis. Flushed with this second triumph over the supposed
pusillanimity of the Spartan king, they threw up their policy of masterly
inactivity, which within a few hours at longest would have given them, in
all probability, the advantage in point of numbers, such advantage as
might conceivably have more than compensated their technical inferiority,
and inclined the scale of battle in their favour. The choice being again
open to them, through the retirement of the Lacedaemonians beyond the
frontier, they abandoned their secure position on the heights, and descended
to the level ground—precisely as Agis desired. Here they were ready to
accept battle, if Agis was still in the mood for it; if he would not fight, he
must perforce return to Sparta with tacit admission of yet another strategic
defeat;. or he must be content to remain idle at Tegea, waiting for
something to turn up to rescue him from the impasse. If he were in the
end too strongly reinforced, the Confederates could yet not be caught
napping; they could retire once more to Alesion, and the whole business
would begin again da capo; and the approach of winter was entirely in
their favour.

1 Thuc. 5. 75 • Kcd 'Hteltav TpiffxiAt&j*' 6TT\ITWV ffor/drjiToivTav Mavrivevatv vtrrepov rrjs fidxVs KaL

A$r)valuv X'^'"" *pbs tots nporfpots 4trTp6.reuaav atravTes ot £v/ifiuxoi ovrot ivSvs &r! 'EiriSavpov.
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In connection with the battle which duly ensued, the significance of
the disposition of his troops by Agis has already been explained. By the
tactical device of a divergent objective for the advance of his line, the
hostile array was itself dislocated, pulled asunder.as it were by the inherent
attraction of the breach on the Lacedaemonians', left, into which the
Argeian corps d'ttite plunged, to the complete dissolution of the cohesion
which was the very life of a hoplite phalanx. True, the Lacedaemonian
phalanx was itself also sundered into two portions ; but there was all the
difference in the world between the deliberate and calculated evolution by
which the Skiritai and other units of the left wing were detached and

• sacrificed for a definite tactical purpose,1 and the haphazard and purely
opportunist disruption that here sealed the fate of the Confederate army.

We still come short of a complete and accurate conception of the
tactical scheme of Agis if we imagine that the units of Hipponoidas and
Aristokles were intended to drop out of the line in the course of the
general advance. That, indeed, is what is conveyed by Thucydides.
According to his description of the affair, the order given to the two
Polemarchs was simply the outcome of a frantic impulse on the part of
Agis2 to remedy matters when to his horror he realised that he had failed
to make adequate allowance,- or indeed any allowance at all, for the

notorious tendency of an advancing phalanx to drift away to the right.
In point of fact, Thucydides is altogether at fault in his conception, or his
expression, of the actual procedure. The units of the two Polemarchs came
duly into line with the rest of the army. By this means was secured the
highly desirable development of the entire Lacedaemonian phalanx out
away to the right as far as possible, with the object of ensuring that the
Tegeans on the right should pass well outside of, or beyopd, the Athenian
wing as the lines approached each other in the charge. Moreover, by this
means disclosure to the enemy of the king's tactical design with respect to
the units of Aristokles and Hipponoidas was deferred to the latest possible
moment, when counter-measures on the part of the Confederates should be
out of the question. When the signal for the charge was given, the role of
the two Polemarchs and their units was to stand fast, the while the rest of

1 The Spartans were notoriously prodigal of the blood of the Skiritai (cf. Xen. Kyrop. iv. 2. I :
Sib Kal ixpavTO avrois oi 'Aatriptoi tbo-xep nal oi AaxtSatfiiyiot rots Sxipirais, ovd'tv ipei$6pevot airuv
«&T' iv Ttovois O&T' 4V KIVSVVOIS).

2 Thuc. 5. 71 : Stiaas Si ''Ayis nil ortpuv KVKKOIBTJ rh tiiiyv/iov, Kai vofiiaas &yav niptix*'* roiis
MavTivtas. >
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the army swept past them up the field—and then, when their front was
clear, to march obliquely across the rear of the charging phalanx, towards
the gap which they would see opening on their left front as the Skiritai
and the other units of the left wing veered away leftwards, in accordance
with instructions laid down for them before the action. The vacancy
caused by the dropping out of the Polemarchs and their units from the
right of the phalanx was bound to close up almost immediately—at all
events, well before contact with the enemy—partly through the outwards
thrust of the central units, partly through the inwards thrust of the
Arkadian units on the right wing. For the objective of these last was, of
course, by no means to continue their advance indefinitely beyond the end
of the hostile line, but to swing inwards upon it as soon as ever the
success of their own outflanking movement was established. To ensure the
accurate carrying out of this business a handful of Lacedaemonian troops
had been posted, as Thucydides tells us, to form the tip of the right wing.

In the event, as we know, the two Polemarchs failed to carry out their
instructions. They persisted—whether of malice, or of mere incompetence,
or through sheer excitement of battle is here immaterial—in retaining

1 their original station in the line, and in advancing with it, in spite of the
king's reiterated orders1 recalling them to a sense of their special duty and
prearranged function in the battle. This unlooked-for friction threw all
out of gear ; with the result that the Lacedaemonian left was cut to pieces
for want of the timely intervention of the Polemarchs, while, on the right,
the bulk of the troops were to all intents and purposes idle. That the
day did not end disastrously for the Lacedaemonians was due in part to
the fortunate circumstance that the Argeian select corps failed to see and
grasp its opportunity ; but not less to the cool courage with which Agis
and the troops of the centre stuck to the business immediately in hand, of
wiping out the enemy's centre, before turning to mend the situation on the
left. Prejudice has, of course, not been slow to suggest that the Lacedaemo-
nian hoplites were naturally too dull and stupid to appreciate the gravity
of the peril into which the tactical collapse had brought them—that they
were, in fact, not sufficiently intelligent to run. Fortunate the people
whose soldiers exhibit this sort of stupidity and unruffled steadfastness.

1 Thuc. 5. 71 : es Si T& iiixevov TOGTO irapfrryeXXev avb TOC SC|IOV Kepws Suo K6\ous TUV iroXe-
'IiriroyofSij (cat 'AptaroK\t7 Ix01"" TapeAfleiV—where note the tense, and compare above Tots

Svipmm KOI BpaaiSdois Iffiinjivev, and, in chap. 72, KtAevaavros airov M robs SKiplras its ou
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CONCLUSION.

In the crisis of the Persian invasion the Agiad royal house of Sparta
had given to Greece a tactician far in advance of his age, in the person of
that Pausanias who commanded the national forces at Plataiai. At
Plataiai, according to the stupid and malicious tradition which, until the
other day, masqueraded in the garb of history,1 the plans of Pausanias had
been wrecked by the obstinacy and ill-timed punctilios of a subordinate.
At this battle of Mantineia likewise, the tactics of one of the ablest kings of
the Eurypontid line encountered in their turn an unexpected obstacle in the
disobedience or incapacity of his officers. Beyond all question, both
accounts have been deeply tinged by Athenian malice, which thus securely
derided a pitch of technical accomplishment that neither Athens herself
nor any other Greek state could pretend either to rival or to resist. The
hostile tradition, however, is in the unfortunate position of proving far too
much. For let prejudice and malice do their utmost, it could not be
gainsaid that, as at Plataiai, so at Mantineia, the Lacedaemonians had been
brilliantly victorious; whereas on both fields their armies, according to the
logic of the story, should have been shattered to atoms through the failure
of the higher command. Herodotos and Thucydides, the purveyors of
this hostile but self-refuted tradition, must each in turn pay tribute of
admiration to the superb fighting qualities of the Lacedaemonian rank
and file. Our part here has been to do belated justice to their leader;
one of those born leaders who, taking no counsel of their fears, but accept-
ing with calm self-reliance risks that appal a mediocre mind, compel their
astonished adversaries to acknowledge decisive and humiliating defeat. In
the list of those talented commanders who contributed to the development
of the art of war among the Greeks, a place, and that not the lowest, must
be reserved for the name of king Agis of Sparta.

W. J. WOODHOUSE.
University of Sydney, N.S. W.

[NOTE.—The above article presents in a summary way certain portions
of a considerable work now for some years lying by me completed, dealing

1 See article by the present writer, The Greeks at Plataiai (in J.H.S., xviii. [1898], p. 33 f.),
many of the conclusions of which have passed into the unacknowledged KOIVO. of the writers on
Greek history.
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with the campaign and battle of Mantineia as a Chapter in the History of
the Art of War among the Greeks in the Fifth and Fourth Centuries.
The book deals with, and perhaps solves, the many subsidiary problems
•which cluster-round its main theme. As its publication must now be
indefinitely deferred, it has seemed desirable to present in this form, some
of its main results.—W. J. W.]
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